weLLcome capitaL is a leading consultancy in the global private
debt capital market. We promote an unparalleled set of financing
programs that serve a range of companies, individuals and
nonprofits worldwide.

ABOUT OUR FUNDING SOURCE
Working directly and under contract with our private lending group we market their programs and
manage the strict intake protocols they have in place for each of their offers. The lending group is
registered in the Caribbean, operates globally and has been lending since 2005.
The programs offered are powered by this group’s own capital. Unlike traditional banking,
conventional lending or venture capital; this is a Privately Owned and Operated Wealth
Lending Platform. Our group does not pool capital from a stable of investors like most lenders
do, they ONLY lend their own capital. Their programs are made possible due to the significant
assets they hold and the very privileged relationships they enjoy with their banking partners.
Their capabilities are unique, and they can seem complicated for those who are used to
conventional procedures. But these programs offer many significant advantages to clients extremely low interest rates, unusually high returns with our Sponsorship Program, no personal
guarantees, great terms and risk that is fully mitigated because everything in the chain is insured.
Because our multiples based 4X Loan and our matching 1X Loan both require the client to bring
their own capital to the transaction, we have a federally regulated coupon bond mechanism in
place for the safekeeping of all client funds. This ensures clients that their capital is always safe,
secured and bonded by the bank. The client’s capital remains in their own account and is never
encumbered and is not the collateral for any loan.
There are several channel partners involved in the processes that make all of this happen; from
top tier banks and prominent insurers, to international accounting firms and the world’s largest
global law firm and a highly specialized investment bank. The backoffice involves sophisticated
international financing mechanics that are governed by the compliance rules and regulatory
oversight of the central banks. It is important that you know this is not a retail lending experience.
Operating among these prominent and highly reputable channel partners is the evidence that you
need to be confident we are offering powerful funding options from a legitimate, capable and very
well connected global lender.
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